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About This Content

The awesome studio-recorded EP composed and produced by Dave Sunerton-Burl for Revenge of the Titans! Contains full-
length studio recordings of six tracks featured in Revenge of the Titans, including the awesome fret-noodling guitar solo in

Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor.

Help support starving indie musicians and grab yourself the full length soundtrack to Revenge of the Titans today!
Songs will be placed in your Revenge of the Titans folder in the Steam Directory: ...Steam\steamapps\common\revenge

of the titans\
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This soundtrack consists of six awesomely synthesized versions of classical music:

March - Music for the Funeral of Queen Mary
Fanfare - Fanfare for the Common Man
Mars - Mars, the Bringer of War
Einleitung - Also sprach Zarathustra (intro)
Toccata - Toccata in D minor
Fugue - Fugue in D minor

I get chills every time I listen to them.
. This. This soundtrack. It's more than worth buying the game for, even if you don't get any enjoyment out of the rest of it.

My only problem with it is that it's not ordered correctly. I enjoyed it in alphabetical order, but once I put it in the order it's
supposed to be in, it gelled so much better!. This soundtrack consists of six awesomely synthesized versions of classical music:
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. This. This soundtrack. It's more than worth buying the game for, even if you don't get any enjoyment out of the rest of it.

My only problem with it is that it's not ordered correctly. I enjoyed it in alphabetical order, but once I put it in the order it's
supposed to be in, it gelled so much better!
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